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Vector practice problems worksheet answers

Loading A laser beam is oriented 15.95° above the horizontal at a mirror 11,648 m away. It looks off the mirror and continues for an additional 8570. m at 11.44° above the horizon until it reaches the target. What is the resulting movement of the beam towards the target? Vectors that are not
at beautiful angles must be treated. Divide them into their components. x1 = r1 cos ρ1 x1 = (11,648 m)cos(15,95°) x1 = 11,200 m y1 = r1 sin ρ1 y1 = (11,648 m)sin(15,95°) y1 = 3200 m x2 = r 2 cos ρ2 x2 = (8,570 m)cos(11,44°) x2 = 8400 m y2 = r2 sin ρ2 y2 = (8,570 m)sin(11,44°) y2 =
1700 m Add vectors in the same direction as the usual addition. x = 11,200 m + 8,400 m x = 19,600 m y = 3200 m + 1700 m y = 4900 m Add vectors at right angles with a combination of Pythagorean theorem for magnitude... r = √(x2 + y2) r = √[(19,600 m)2 + (4,900 m)2] r = 20,200 m and
steering tangent. tan ρ = y = 4,900 m x 19,600 m ρ = 14,04° Don't forget to answer the question. The laser beam target is 20,200 m away, at an altitude angle of 14,04°. yes, and don't forget to do a drawing. I probably should have told you to do this sooner. I'm sorry I did this twice in the
vector sections. I should set a better example. Let me make it up to you by giving you a cartoon. If you have a sense of déjà vu, don't be alarmed. The Matrix is fine. I recycled the solution to this problem from one earlier. The idea was to show a common method of solving problems used in
physics. Whenever possible, take a difficult problem that you haven't solved and reduce one that you've solved. are parallel vectors added? Simple — add them. are anti-parali vectors added? Also simple - it decreases them. vectors are added at right angles. Reasonably simple — use the
Pythagorean theorem and tangent. are vectors not at 0°, 180° or 90° added? Brutally simple - solve them into components. Don't let the vectors make you work harder. Make them point in a direction that is convenient for you. Make them in simpler vectors. And then the students learned that
there really is no such thing as a vector evil and everyone lived happily ever after. End. Three forces act on a point: 3 N at 0°, 4 N at 90°, and 5 N at 217°. What is the net force? Solve vectors in their components along the x and y axes. Then add the components along each axis to get the
resulting components. Use these to achieve the magnitude and direction of the result. Problems with a lot of components are easier to work on when values are written in table form like this... direction of magnitude x-component y first force 3 N 0° +3 N 0 N second force 4 N 90° 0 N +4 N
third 5 N 217° −4 N −3 N result 1.4 N 135° −1 N +1 N A drawing or animation may be useful. A bicyclist is heading west on a straight road. The wind is blowing from 248° to 10 m/s. Is this wind more like a front wind or a back wind? What is the rear wind/rear wind speed? What is the speed
of the cross wind? Start with a chart. You could draw a top view of this cyclist like I did, but it's not necessary. Do not shoot an arrow pointing to the right, however, to represent the direction of the cyclist. Wind directions are measured clockwise from the north. The north is 0°, the east is 90°,
the south is 180°, and the west is 270°. The wind comes from 248°, which lies somewhere between south and west. Draw an arrow from the lower-left corner in the upper-right corner to represent the wind. The angle between the two arrows is... 270° − 248° = 22° Add this information to the
chart. That's why you need a chart. It's easy to see the answer. This wind is more like a strong wind than a wind from behind. The front wind is given by the component x. vx = v cos ρvx = (10 m/s)cos(22°)vx = 9.2 m/s The transverse wind is given by the component y. vy = v sin ρvy = (10
m/s)sin(22°)vy = 3.7 m/s An unfortunate winter day happened to slide on a ramp of ice inclined at 37° horizontally. Find my acceleration down the ramp given that the acceleration due to the gravity points straight down and has a value of 9.8 m /s2. (Suppose the ice is perfect without
friction.) This is an example of a flat-leaning problem - something common in introductory physics classes. Solution... Start with a chart. Draw a diagonal line to represent the ramp. Draw a slanted box to represent poor me. Draw a downward arrow and label it g for acceleration due to
gravity. I can't accelerate down in this problem because the solid surface of the ramp is in the way, but I can accelerate down the ramp; i.e., parallel to the ramp. This establishes a natural direction for a rotating coordinate system. x′ parallel to the surface y′ perpendicular to the surface Add
the axes of the coordinates rotated to the drawing, then project the acceleration vector onto them. (I drew this with dotted lines.) With a bit of geometric reasoning, it can be demonstrated that the angle between a horizontal line and the parallel axis (also known as the angle of inclination) is



equal to the angle between a vertical line and the perpendicular axis. That gives us a straight triangle with the following sides... g hypocenuse gx 'opposite the gy side' adjacent side, which means ... gx′ = g sin ρ gy′ = g cos ρ Adding these details to the chart puts everything in perspective.
We only care about the parallel component to the ramp, so we'll do one calculation. gx′ 9.8 m/s2 sin 37° = 5.9 m/s2 Mathworksheetsgo.com is now part of the Mathwarehouse.com. All worksheets are now on Mathwarehouse.com. Please update your bookmarks! Students will calculate the
resulting vectors and solve problems involving adding vectors, calculating the magnitude of a result, as well as the angle formed between two vectors. Error: Please click No a robot, and then try downloading again. This is a 6 part worksheet that includes several model issues, plus a key
response Part I Model Problems Part II Vector Basics Part III Adding Vectors Part IV Find the resulting vector magnitude when two forces are applied to a Part V object Find the angle measurements between the resulting vector and the force vector when two forces are applied to an object
Part VI Response Key Error : Please click No a robot, then try downloading again. Home &gt; Topics &gt; What are Vectors? Vectors is a term in science that denotes anything that has a magnitude, as well as a direction. The correct way to represent a vector is to draw it as a sharp arrow.
The length of the arrow is the magnitude, and the arrowhead points in the direction. The most basic approach to adding two vectors is to join one's head at the tail of the other vector. Adding two vectors is subject to the switching property, which means that no matter what order you add the
vectors in, the result will be the same. We use Pythagoras' theorem to calculate the magnitude of a vector. A vector with a magnitude 1 is called a unit vector. When you multiply two vectors, you always receive a vector. The product of two vectors is called a cross-product. The order in
which you multiply two vectors is very important as; A × B ≠ B × A The application of vectors in today's world is endless. They can help understand and map very complex systems. Practice issues: VectorsClick here to see the solutions. 1. (slightly) Vector A is 5,0 m of east-facing travel. If
vector B represents 10,0 m of northward displacement, the two displacements (R) are added. 2. (slightly) Determine the x and y components of a movement with a magnitude of 30,0 m at an angle of 23° to the x. 3 axis. (moderate) A car moving 150.0 m to a 63 ° north of the east (this simply
means 63 ° from the x axis). It stays at rest for a while, then moves 300 m to 34 ° south of the west (this means 214 ° from the x axis.) Find the total movement of the car. 4. (slightly) Two forces are exerted on an object, but in different directions. For example, you and a friend might be both
pulling on strings attached to a single block of wood. Find the magnitude and direction of force resulting in the following circumstances.a) The first force has a magnitude of 10 N and acts eastwards. The second force has a magnitude of 4 N and acts towards The first force has a magnitude
of 10 N and acts east. The second force has a magnitude of 4 N and operates north. 5. (moderate) Find the balancing force for the force system described here:Force here:Force 20 N at 20°Force B: 40 N at 230° 6. (moderate) Vector A is a displacement in metres expressed in the unit
vector notation as A = 2i + 6j + 3k Vector B represents a second displacement. B = 5i -3j – 2k Find the point product of the two vectors, the cross product of the two vectors and the angle between them. 7. (moderate) Vector D = 3i - 4j + 2k and vector: E = 4i - j - 2k. Find the magnitude of D +
E and the magnitude of D - E. 8. (moderate) If the Force Vector F1 has a magnitude of 30 N pointing in the direction -z and the force vector F2 has a magnitude of 60 N pointing in the direction of +x, determine the point product (F1 • F2) and the cross product (F1 x F2). would the answers
change if vectors changed their position in equations? 9. (moderate) Two movements with magnitudes of 10 m and 12 m can be combined to form resulting vectors with many different magnitudes. Which of the following magnitudes can result from these two displacements? 22 m, 2 m, 30.9
m, 15.6 m. For possible results, what angle is there between the initial movements? 10. (moderate) A bicycle tyre (Radius = R = 0.4 m) rolls along the ground (without sliding) through three quarters of a revolution. Consider the point on the tire that was originally touching the ground. How far
has it moved from its starting position? 11. (moderate) A student carries a piece of clay from the first floor (at ground level) the door of a skyscraper (on Grant Street) to the elevator, 24 m away. Then take the elevator to the 11th floor. Eventually, she gets out of the elevator and carries 12 m
clay back to Grant Street. Determine the total displacement for clay if each floor is 4.2 m above the floor below. Please fill in these issues with those found in the company text. Text.
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